Abstract-Many types of optical strain measurement systems have been used for the determination of deformations and strains in soft biological tissues. The purpose of this investigation is to report a new optical strain measurement system developed in our laboratory which offers distinct advantages over systems developed in the past. Our optical strain system has demonstrated excellent performance in calibration and experimental tests. Calibration tests illustrate the system's accuracy to 0.05% strain at 3.52% strain and 0.18% strain at 11.74% strain. Further, this system can measure strains to within 2% measurement error for strains in a O-l 1.74% range when 100 pm increments of motion are used for calibration. The resolution of our system appears to be at least as good as the linear micrometer (2 pm) used as a calibrating standard. Errors in strain measurement due to whole specimen rotation or translation are quantified. Rotations about an in-plane axis perpendicular to the direction of strain and translations in/out of the plane of focus result in the largest sources of error. Finally, in an in vitro biomechanicai study of the rabbit Achilles tendon, experimental failure strains are 4.3 +0.9% using this system.
INTRODUCTION
Previous biomechanical studies on isolated soft biological tissues have utilized two fundamental approaches for measurement of strain: direct contact systems and optical systems. Direct contact systems involve attaching a transducer to the tissue during a mechanical test. Many types of displacement transducers are commonly used. These include but are not limited to liquid metal strain gages (e.g. Edwards et al., 1970; Kennedy et al., 1977; Monahan et al., 1984) , the Hall effect strain transducer (Arms et al., 1983) , and implantable types such as the differential variable reluctance transducer (Ray et al., 1993) . Such transducers generate an analog voltage which is related to displacement in the region of tissue to which the transducer has been attached. Optical strain measurement systems in various forms have also been used by many investigators (e.g. Lanir and Fung, 1974; Vanderby et al., 1991; Woo et al., 1976 Woo et al., , 1983 Yamamoto et al., 1992) . These systems involve the application of stain lines perpendicular to the loading axis of the tissue. The marked tissue section is then imaged during a mechanical test and images corresponding to discrete points in time are analyzed and compared to the initial reference image to determine tissue strain.
The purpose of the current investigation is to report a new optical strain measurement system developed in our laboratory. A detailed description of the new system, comparisons to existing optical systems including potential advantages and disadvantages, a carefully performed calibration experiment, and an initial application to the Achilles tendon of the rabbit will be presented.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The optical strain system
The optical system implemented in this study consists of a Cohu 4810 Series video camera and Fujinon lo-140 mm zoom lens with a 2 x extender, a Panasonic AG-7500A video cassette recorder (VCR), and a BCD-5000 video controller which is interfaced to a Macintosh microcomputer (see Fig. 1 
). T'he video controller writes Society of Motion Picture
Video camera Fig. 1 . Schematic of the optical strain system used to record uniaxial tensile strains in soft biological tissues such as tendon or ligament. Note that the specimen is aligned such that the direction of strain is actually along the vertical y-axis. Hence the camera is positioned on its side during a test such that the direction of strain appears horizontal on the monitor allowing for maximum resolution of the digitized images.
and Television Engineers (SMPTE) time-code on the audio channel of standard videotape, thereby allowing an extremely precise time-synchronized record of all tests. The frequency of the time-coded tape is 30 frames per second. The time-code allows exact frame addressing on the videotape, providing temporally perfect and clean frame grabbing ability during post-processing analysis. This system is used to optically record mechanical tests. The test specimen is mounted in a fixture and reference lines are applied with tissue stain. The camera is manually aligned with the test specimen and remains fixed throughout an entire experimental test (see Fig. 1 ). If the specimen is oriented such that the direction of strain is along the global vertical axis (such as in the uniaxial tensile test shown in Fig. I ), the camera is first positioned on its side prior to alignment. Positioning the camera on its side for these types of tests causes the direction of strain to appear horizontal on the monitor, allowing for maximum resolution of the digital image. Computer software is then implemented which synchronizes the beginning of a mechanical test, the start of computer acquisition of experimental data such as load, and the first frame of recorded video. During the course of the test, load-time and deformation-time are recorded simultaneously, both having the same reference point in real time.
Following an experimental test, strain determination is achieved by several post-processing steps. Frames corresponding to designated points in time are digitized using specially written software and a frame grabbing board in the microcomputer. These 256 level gray-scale images show a section of the tissue with stain lines approximately perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial stretching. For each image, a region over which strain measurements will be made is selected by the analyst. Any region on the image may be selected as long as it includes at least two stain lines, and the orientation of this region should represent the direction of strain in the tissue. The region of interest may be the whole tissue surface or any subregion of the tissue over which strain measurements are desired such as a particular band of a tendon or ligament. The region of interest for a group of images from a single test is typically selected by looking at images from the end of a test and selecting the largest area which includes reference lines without significant breaks. Anatomical landmarks on the tissue or artificial landmarks from small stain marks randomly placed near the ends of the tissue may be used to aid the analyst in selecting the same region on each image. Hence, the same region of interest is selected on all images from a given test, even though the reference stain lines may shift during the test. Although this last step is manual, it allows for selecting the same portion of tissue for strain analysis on all images even though the size and orientation of the region may vary.
The strain analvsis algorithm was written in C for a UNIX and X windows environment. The program takes as input the designated region of interest on each image and the direction in which to measure strain. The image processing is completely automated and proceeds as a series of steps. First, the image is smoothed to eliminate banding or other artifacts. Smoothing also makes the image cleaner, although less sharp, which makes the subsequent processing easier by preventing small breaks in stain line edges which might otherwise interfere with the analysis. The smoothing is performed by convolving the image intensity with the Gaussian f(x) = exp ( -ax2), where a is a constant which is chosen based on image quality. Second, the gradient of the smoothed image is calculated in the direction of strain. This is the simplest way of detecting the edges of the stain lines which are nearly perpendicular to the direction of strain. Third, the gradient is thresholded to give areas of positive and negative slope (corresponding to the left and right edges of the lines and also of other tissue nonuniformities). The stain lines are detected by discarding all areas which do not span the full width of the region of interest. Fourth, the gradient is sampled along scan lines (corresponding to rows of pixels) parallel to the direction of strain and the intersection with each edge of a stain line is estimated by taking a weighted average of the positions with highest slope. This is preferred to taking the single position with greatest slope since it avoids the discontinuity occurring when there is not a single peak in the slope. Last, the positions of the left and right edges of each stain line are averaged to give a position for each line. Comparing these positions between images gives the apparent strain between images. An example of the steps performed on a single digitized frame from the test of a rabbit Achilles tendon is displayed in Fig. 2 .
Calibration tests
To assess the calibration characteristics of our optical system, two types of tests were performed. The first type of test determined the system's ability to accurately measure inplane uniaxial deformations. The second type of test determined the errors introduced in the optical measures due to whole specimen translation or rotation during an experimental test.
Two calibration blocks 38.10 x 40.60 mm ( f 12.70 pm) were manufactured for the calibration tests (see Fig. 3 ). A grid consisting of parallel sets of horizontal and vertical lines 0.2540 mm (0.0100 in.) thick and 12.70 or 25.40 mm apart was printed on a 2540 dots per inch Linotronic Imagesetter and fixed to each of the blocks. These distances between lines are representative of typical experimental gage lengths. Error in line thickness and distance between lines on the grid is estimated to be less than 2.540 ym, while errors in perfect alignment of the grid on the block are likely k 25.4 pm linearly and iO.5" rotationally. The calibration blocks were mounted on either a linear micrometer/stage fixture or a computer numeric control (CNC) milling machine depending on the type of test. The linear micrometer has a resolution of 2 pm and moves a single degree-of-freedom stage. The CNC has a resolution of 25.4 pm (0.001 in.) and is capable of linear translation in three orthogonal directions.
Several performance characteristics of the optical system were evaluated in addition to the specific calibration parameters that are outlined in detail for each test below. For each calibration test, the effects of camera-to-object distance and a close-up lens were evaluated. The evaluate the effects of camera-to-object distance and a close-up lens, all tests were run at two different camera-to-object distances. First, using an additional close-up lens, the camera was position at a distance from the blocks (SO-55 cm) so that lines representing a 12.70 mm reference distance could be magnified to fill the field of view. Secondly, without the close-up lens, the camera was repositioned at a distance from the blocks (100-115 cm) so that lines representing the 25.40 mm reference distance could be magnified to fill the field of view. The maximum magnification of the zoom lens was not used in either case. Also, within the following sets of calibration tests, lighting, lens&top setting, and optical distortion from liquid and glass were evaluated. The details of each set of calibration tests are given below.
(a) Test series I: linear, in-plane, uniaxial translation using two blocks. The first series of tests consisted of linear, inplane, uniaxial translation using two blocks moving with respect to each other along the vertical y-axis (see Fig. 1 ). One block was mounted on the vertically oriented micrometer stage so that it was square with and opposed to the second block which was fixed below it on the table. In this position, the bottommost horizontal lines on the upper block were very close to 12.7 and 25.4 mm from the topmost horizontal lines on the lower block. The exact initial gage length was obtained from the known distance between two lines on the same block and pixel distances between both the known lines and the gage lines (calculated from an initial digitized image). With one block fixed, the other block was vertically translated with respect to the first block 0.900 mm in 20 pm increments and then incrementally back to the starting position. This movement represented -3.5% 'strain' with respect to the larger gage length. Next, with one block fixed, the other block was vertically translated with respect to the first block 3.000 mm in IOOpm increments and then incrementally back to the starting position. This movement represented -11.7% 'strain' with respect to the larger gage length. The micrometer motion was used to define the actual motion of the two blocks as they were moved apart from each other and hence the actual motion of two parallel grid lines as they moved with respect to each other. Both of these tests were also repeated with the calibration blocks submersed in a glass tank of circulating physiologic saline solution.
A percent actual strain was calculated as the actual (micrometer) motion divided by the initial gage length. Optical strain was determined by the analysis software. The difference between actual and optical strain was used to estimate error in the optical system. A percent measurement error for the optical system was then calculated as the difference between the optical and actual strains divided by the actual strain. Further, differences between the optical and actual strains during the each increment of motion were used to evaluate the resolution of the optical system as well as the potential bias of the system toward over-or underestimating actual motions. The actual incremental strain was calculated as the increment of actual motion divided by the initial gage length, while optical incremental strain was determined by the analysis software. Note that actual incremental motion was either 20 or 100 pm in this test series.
(b) Test series 2: Uniaxial translations of one block. The second calibration test series consisted of uniaxial translations of a single calibration block. The block was mounted on the CNC and moved along each of its three orthogonal x-, y-and z-axes while tracking two vertical gage lines (see reference axes, Fig. 1 ). The first test was side-to-side translation (along the x-axis) k6.35 mm by 1.27 mm increments. The second test involved vertical translation (along the yaxis) k6.35 mm by 1.27 mm increments. The third test was translation in/out of the plane of focus (along the z-axis) f 12.7 mm by 1.27 mm increments.
This third test was repeated using three different ,f-stop and external lighting combinations.
Since the distance between the vertical gage lines on the calibration block was constant, there was no actual strain occurring.
A percent apparent optical strain was calculated, however, as the optical strain measured as a result of whole specimen translation during a test. These apparent optical strains represent errors in the optical measures.
(c) Test series 3: rotations of one block. The third calibration test series consisted of rotations of a single calibration block about each of its three orthogonal x-, y-and z-axes while tracking two vertical gage lines (see reference axes, Fig. I ). The block was mounted on the CNC machine, and National Bureau of Standards angle blocks were positioned between the block and a flat plate of obtain rotations accurate to 0.006". The first test involved rotation about the horizontal x-axis + 10.00" by 5.00" increments. The second test was rotation about the vertical y-axis i 10.00" by 5.00 increments. The third test involved rotation about the z-axis It 30.00" by 5.00" increments. Since the distance between the vertical gage lines on the calibration block was again constant, there was no actual strain occurring.
A percent apparent optical strain was calculated however, as the optical strain measured as a result of whole specimen rotation during a test. These apparent optical strains represent errors in the optical measures.
Experimental in vitro biomechanical tests
An initial in vitro biomechanical study was completed using the optical strain system as an analysis tool. The experiment consisted of constant strain rate tensile tests to failure at 0.1% s-' of eight Achilles tendons obtained from four mature New Zealand white rabbits. The calcaneous was potted in a cylindrical pot, and the soft tissue was held b) sinusoidal grips. The tendon cross-section was measured using an area micrometer similar to one described previously Reference lines were placed on the specimen perpendicular to the axis of testing using Verhoeffs stain. The specimen was then mounted in a physiologic saline bath and tested on an MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine. The optical system was used to quantify tissue strain.
RESULTS
Calibration tests
(a) Test series 1: Linear, in-plane, uniaxial translation using two blocks. The difference between the strain measured by the optical system (.+_, ) and the actual (micrometer) strain (emi.) when translating the blocks 0.900 mm with respect to each other (by 20 pm increments) and for the further camerato-object distance is shown in Fig.4(a) . The calculated initial gage length was 25.55 mm. The average of the absolute values of the differences between the micrometer and optically measured strain is 9.021+0.013%
strain over a range of O-3.52% strain, and the average of the absolute values of the measurement errors is 1.327+0.92%. At 3.52% strain, the optical system is accurate lo 0.05% strain corresponding to 1.4% measurement error. Even at very small strains on the order of one increment of motion (-0.08% strain), the optical system is accurate to within 0.006% strain corresponding to about 8% measurement error. Figure 4 (b) depicts the differences between incremenrol strains measured by the optical system (AE+_,) and imposed by the micrometer (As,,,J for a 0.900 mm translation of one block with respect to the other by 20pm (-0.08% strain) increments and for the further camera-to-object distance. The average of the absolute values of the differences between these incremental strains is 0.004~0.003%.
The difference between the strain measured by the optical system (E._,~~~,) and the actual (micrometer) strain (.smic) when translating the blocks 3.000 mm with respect to each other (by 100 pm increments) and for the further camera-to-object distance is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The calculated initial gage length was 25.55 mm. The average of the absolute values of the differences between the micrometer and optically measured strain is 0.082 *0.053% strain over a range of O-l 1.74% strain, and the average of the absolute values of the measurement errors is 1.354+0.230%.
At 11.74% strain, the optical system is accurate to 0.18% strain corresponding to 1.6% measurement error. Even at small strains on the order of one increment of motion (-0.4% strain), the optical system remains accurate to within 2% measurement error. Figure 5 (b) depicts the differences between incremental strains measured by the optical system (AE_,,~~~,) and imposed by the micrometer (AE,~,) for a 3.000 mm translation of one block with respect to the other by 100 pm (-0.4% strain) increments and for the further camera-to-object distance. The average of the absolute values of the differences between these incremental strains is 0.007~0.005%.
Although not shown in figure, form, the performance of the optical system was unaffected by imaging through the glass and circulating saline bath. Additionally, the results of these tests and those in all other test series show the optical system performed as well or better at the further camera-to-object distance. Hence, unless specifically relevant, only the results from the further camera-to-objeci distance will be reported. Actual (Micrometer) Strain (%) Fig. 4(a) . Difference between optical and micrometer strain when imaging through air. Each increment of motion was Fig. 4(b) . Difference between optical and micrometer strain 20 nnr (-0.08% strain), and the initial gage length was for each incremental movement when imaging through air.
25.55 mm.
Each increment of motion was 20 pm (-0.08% strain), and the initial gage length was 25.55 mm. used as an upper bound of acceptable error, Fig. 6 (a) provides the acceptable range of linear motion for a specimen during a test. Note that the curve of horizontal translation along the x-axis vs apparent strain is not symmetric. These results confirm earlier tests indicating that the optical center of the lens is not in its geometric center (see the Discussion section). Although not shown graphically, it is noteworthy that the acceptable range of motion along the z-axis (i.e. the axis in/out of the plane of focus) is considerably less at the closer camera-to-object distance (approximately f 2.5 mm vs f 3.8 mm). The effects of lighting and lens f-stop on the results of linear motion along the z-axis in/out of the plane of focus are insignificant over a range off4 tofld (c) Test series 3: rotations ofone block. The third series of calibration tests consisted of rotations of one block about the three orthogonal axes shown in Fig. 1 . Since the distance between the vertical gage lines on the block was again constant, no actual strain occurred. Figure 6(b) shows, however, the percent apparent strain measured optically as a result of the block rotating in the field of view. If 0.2% strain is used as an upper bound of acceptable error, Fig. 6(b) provides the acceptable range of rotation for a specimen during a test. Note that the system is most sensitive to rotations about the vertical y-axis (i.e., the in-plane axis perpendicular to the direction of strain).
Experimental in vitro biomechanical tests
The results from the biomechanical in vitro study of rabbit Achilles tendons are reported in Table 1 . Stress-strain curves demonstrated the toe, linear and failure regions typical of soft tissues. In particular, note that failure strains were 4.3 *0.9% when using the optical system to quantify deformations. Five clamp-tendon-bone units failed by bone breakage at the calcaneous, and the remaining three by tendon substance rupture near the clamp.
DISCUSSION
Optical techniques have been used by many investigators for the determination of strain in soft biological tissues. The most extensively used system is the video dimensional analyzer (VDA) system initially described by Yin et al. (1972) and Intaglietta and Tompkins (1972) . The VDA has been used to experimentally measure surface strains during in uitro loading of articular cartilage (Woo et al., 1976) , ligaments and tendons (Woo, 1982; Woo et al, 1983; Yamamoto et al., 1992) , and skin (Lanir and Fung, 1974) . Other video/photographic noncontacting methods have been employed to measure strain. Roth and Mow (1980) photographed articular cartilage specimens and measured dimensional changes from the film negatives using a stereomicroscope-dial indicator method. High-speed video recording has been used to monitor tensile tests of human ligament, t&don, and fascia (Butler er (1991) used a general optical system for strain evaluation on the femoral-MCL-tibia complex. Amadio et al. (1992) report tracking tissue markers on film and digitizing their position using a light board. Lee and Danto (1992) presented a high-speed, high-resolution video digitizing system to track the motion of markers in two directions. Finally, the technique described in this paper has been used in our laboratory to measure strains in the human coracoacromial ligament (Soslowsky et al., 1993) as well as in the rabbit Achilles tendon.
There are several issues common to all of the above techniques, including our own, that must be assessed when developing and utilizing an optical system. Radial distortion and a geometrically decentered optical center, even in a lens of extremely high quality, are two common sources of error. Current results from our system demonstrate that apparent strains develop due to simple linear motion as the edges of the field of view are approached. This is likely the result of radial distortion in the lens. In addition, the asymmetry of the apparent strains along a horizontal axis suggested that the optical center was not in the geometric center of the lens but skewed slightly to the left. In a separate analysis, this decentered distortion amounted to several pixels at the edge of the image. Further analysis using a fine calibration grid will provide a quantification of these effects. The analysis software will then be modified to incorporate appropriate corrections. In addition, camera positioning which encompasses alignment, camera-to-object distance, and magnification is a critical component in the accurate implementation of an optical system. The camera should be placed square to the object and as far from it as possible while still maintaining adequate magnification. Finally, tissue illumination must be considered. Diffuse lighting minimizes glare and shadows and increases contrast between the stain lines and the tissue. In general, for nonidealized experimental tests where the surface of the tissue is not perfectly smooth, lighting should be adjusted to utilize a higher lensf-stop, thereby providing increased depth of field.
The results presented for tracking linear in-plane motion demonstrate our system's ability to accurately measure inplane uniaxial strains. At strains in the O-3.52% range which were achieved by 20 pm incremental motion, our system provided results that were typically about l-2% in measurement error. Only at very small strains occurring within the first or second 20 pm increment of motion (at the beginning or end of our test) did these. measurement errors exceed _ 2%. and never did they become greater than -8%. Consider the differences between incremental strains imposed by the micrometer (As,,+) and measured by the optical system (AE,,~& for this test. These differences are a measure of the resolution of our system because they represent the error associated with detecting a 20 pm actual motion. The average of the absolute values of the differences between these incremental strains is 0.004+0003%. Since the initial gage length was 25.55 mm, this average per increment difference converts to y 1 pm. Recall that the resolution of our micrometer was 2 pm, so it appears that errors reported in our optical system are randomly introduced from moving the blocks with the + 1 pm imprecision associated with using this micrometer [see Fig. 4(b) ]. Further, at strains in the O-l 1.74% range which were achieved by 100 pm incremental motion, our system provided results that were always less than 2% in measurement error. Again, consider the diffcrences between incremental strains imposed by the micrometer (AE& and measured by the optical system (AE,~,~~~,) for this test [see Fig. 5(b) ]. These differences are also check on the Data reported as means + standard deviations. resolution of our system because they represent the error associated with detecting a 100 pm actual motion. Note that these incremental differences convert to N 1.7 pm, which is slightly larger than the differences expected due to random errors associated with imprecision in micrometer movement. Figure 5 (b) suggests a potential bias of our system toward overestimating the increment of actual (micrometer) motion. Assuming the bias to be systematic error which is some percentage of total motion, it appears that when 20pm increments of motion are used the bias is not larger than the random imprecision associated with moving the micrometer whose resolution is 2 pm [see Fig. 4(b) ]. However, with the larger 100 pm increments, this bias is larger than the random error and becomes evident [see Fig. 5(b) ]. If future studies show this small bias is not negligible for practical purposes, the optical strain analysis software will be modified to compensate for this error. Also note that the percent measurement errors are reduced in the test using 100 pm increments because the increment of motion is five times larger yet the differences did not increase proportionately.
Hence the measurement errors are reduced. Results from the calibration tests assess the optimal performance of our system since they are determined from ideal test specimens moving in a well-controlled manner. The largest sources of experimental error come from simple geometry effects of motions in/out of the plane of focus along the z-axis of the specimen and rotation about an in-plane axis perpendicular to the direction of strain. For the idealized calibration block used in our study, these rotational errors arose from a rotation about the vertical y-axis. However, it should be noted that if the direction of strain in a specimen is along the vertical y-axis in the xy-plane (as shown for the uniaxial tensile test depicted in Fig. l) , then large errors are introduced if that specimen rotates about the horizontal xaxis. Apparent strains due to motion in/out of the plane of focus can be minimized by positioning the camera as far from the object as possible. Note that we found the effects of lighting and lensf-stop on the results of linear motion in/out of the plane of focus (along the z-axis) to be insignificant over a range off4 tofl6. As previously mentioned for nonidealized experimental tests, however, lighting should be adjusted to utilize a higher lens f-stop which will minimize apparent strains that arise from in/out of plane motion. Correction for optical distortion will eliminate errors that arise from the other translations.
Errors resulting from rotation about an in-plane axis perpendicular to the direction of strain are the most troublesome since these rotations cannot be quantified, and only by rotating the camera with the object can they be minimized. Rotation about the z-axis perpendicular to the face of the object resulted in the development of significant apparent strains for large rotations. This was because the analysis software was initially written on the assumption that the region of interest was close to horizontal. Improvements to the software will provide our system with the ability to accurately measure strains across a region of interest oriented in any direction on the image.
Comparing the results of our in vitro biomechanical testing of rabbit Achilles tendon with data found for similar tissues suggests our system provides reasonable results and is an acceptable tool for measuring strains in soft biological tissues.
In particular, in a study of rabbit tibia]-MCL-femoral units, the failure strains were found to average 7+ 1% (n = IO) using the VDA system to measure tissue deformations (Woo et al., 1983) . Further, when normalized by cross-sectional area data reported for this tissue complex (Woo et al., 1990) , the failure loads reported by these authors suggest stress at failure to average about 60 MPa. In comoarison, failure strains for the rabbit Achilles tendon-bone complex reported in the current study are in the 4-5% range, and failure stresses are approximately 50 MPa when using our optical system to quantify strains. Differences in the tissue and measurement technique are likely responsible for the variation in the data presented here.
We believe that our test conditions were such that uniaxial tension on the test specimen was achieved, and the specimen moved within the confines of acceptable motion for accurate strain measurement using our optical system's performance criteria. These experimental tests bought out many of the issues discussed above for evaluating tissue strains as well as few additional items. Typically, images from experimental tests have good contrast but are not perfectly sharp. Common imperfections include random markings, the effects of glare from the tissue surface, and the effects of a varying intensity of illumination over different areas of the tissue. In testing biological tissues such as tendon, where the surface strain is not uniform across the width of the tissues, the tissue may typically strain several percent uniaxially and often undergo significant other changes in shape such as tilting or twisting. Additionally, stretching of the tissue often stretches the lines, making them appear lighter, thus reducing the sharpness of an edge. Finally, calibration tests of linear inplane motion of one block with respect to the other were run with the blocks submersed in a tank of circulating saline solution in order to evaluate the effects of the glass and liquid on optical measures. Results indicate that little or no optical distortion was introduced from the test tank or circulating fluid.
The optical system presented in this paper has some distinct advantages.
The system is accurate and robust, finding the correct edges in all but occasional instances. Results indicate that the system can measure strains to within 2% measurement error for all strains in a O-l 1.74% range when 100 pm increments of motion are used. When a 20 pm increment over O-3.52% strain range is used, measurement errors exceed 2% only in the first or second increments of motion (at the beginning or end of the test) and never reach greater than 8%. As previously noted, these errors are representative of the resolution of the linear micrometer used for calibration.
We acknowledge that in standard calibrating procedure, the accuracy of the calibration reference device should be at least one order of magnitude better than the device being tested. However, without a priori knowledge on the resolution of the optical system, and since there existed no other practical standards with resolution of a fraction of a micron, we were limited to the standards used. Hence, the resolution of our system appears to be as good as the micrometer (2 pm) but may actually have proved better if we had an even more precise calibrating standard available. In a calibration of the VDA for example, Lam et a[. (1992) showed that system to be accurate to 10% measurement error over 10% strain. They state that deviations become increasingly large at lower strains using the VDA system. Our system is accurate to 0.05% strain at 3.52% strain and 0.18% strain at 11.74% strain. This range of strains is believed to include to physiological levels of strain in tendons and ligaments as well as the strains typically developed in in vitro uniaxial tension tests of tendon or ligament to failure.
The current system also has the ability to track a region of tissue as it moves in the field of view. This feature provides maximum resolution and allows the measurement of strain over the same region of tissue on every frame. Additionally, the mathematical analysis software implemented by our system calculates the position of each edge of a stain line at 200-300 separate locations (each location representing one pixel) along the line depending on the size of the region of interest and then averages these positions to give the position of the line. This method is much more precise than a system that averages the image along the stain line before locating the edge. When the image is averaged before edge detection, the edges become blurred due to inexact vertical alignment which reduces the precision with which the distances between the edges can be measured.
Alternatively, when the edge locations are determined and then averaged, numerous different measurements of the distance between the edges are averaged, resulting in increased precision. Other advantages of our system include the flexibility of being able to run more than one analysis on the same set of images analyzing different regions of interest, Furthermore, this software can accurately measure strain across a region which has small angulations.
irregularities, and waviness in the lines. With the exception of the video controller, the system uses standard equipment that might be found in any laboratory and is relatively inexpensive.
A unique feature of our system is use of a video controller and time-coded videotape. This allows the optical information to be simply and accurately interfaced with other data. Specifically, we can achieve precision synchronization of load-time and deformation-time results by electronically triggering the optical and mechanical testing systems to start data acquisition at the exact same time using the same electronic signal, Further, a frame address can be chosen corresponding to a specific point in time during a test. The video controller can then reproducibly find that exact frame to be digitized for analysis. Capturing images for analysis is completely automated using this frame addressing ability. The primary disadvantage of our system is the postprocessing time. Currently the region of interest and direction of strain are marked manually on each image. This procedure is time-consuming, but flexibility and accuracy are gained from manually selecting the same region of tissue on each image. Errors could potentially arise from not selecting the same region of interest on all images in a test series. When slightly different regions of tissue are analyzed on two images, even small differences in stain line architecture between the regions might induce apparent deformations. While these deformations are very small, they could represent large measurement errors for small strain calculations. These errors are minimal, however, relative to the same types of errors developed by overlaying a fixed window on the image. A final disadvantage is the limitation of our system to relatively slow strain rate tests (strain can be calculated at up to 30 time points per second).
In summary. the optical system developed in this laboratory has shown excellent performance in calibration tests. We believe that, within the guidelines described above, the system is a valuable tool for the measurement of strains in biological soft tissues. Besides its use in in vitro biomechanical tests, future applications implementing this system might include the measurement of in uitlo surface strains in tendon during muscle contraction and a comparative study of internal tissue strains determined by an implantable transducer with surface strains determined by the optical system.
